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Rain 2015-07-30
one of the evening standard s books of the year 2015 barney campbell s rain is a searingly
powerful début that reads like a british matterhorn a wonderfully achieved enthralling and moving
novel of war its authenticity is as telling as it is terrifying william boyd no better on the
ground description of britain s war will ever be written rain is what chickenhawk or more
recently matterhorn was to vietnam it s unputdownable except for when the reader needs to draw
breath or battle a lump in the throat evening strandard corporal thomas my acting sergeant since
adams died and i have to go down the line of the boys as they re checking their kit before we go
out some of them are crying not bawling just weeping gently but still steadfast others are just
pumped to the max bouncing their heads up and down like they re listening to trance music just
amped about getting the rounds down those are the ones i m most worried about how they re going
to cope with being back home is beyond me tom chamberlain was destined to be a soldier from the
moment he discovered a faded picture of his father patrolling the streets of belfast with the war
in afghanistan at its savage peak tom is despatched from home in the dead of an anonymous
september night a blood tribute leaving without fanfare full of eagerness but wracked by self
doubt he must discover who he is and what he is capable of but as the bonds with his comrades
grow home and the loved ones left behind seem ever more remote from the surreal violence and
exhilaration of war drawing on the author s own experience rain is the most powerful vivid and
affecting portrait of the afghan frontline to have yet emerged a novel of war that will take its
place among the classics from previous generations rain is not merely good it s remarkable
powerful at times unbearably harrowing it captures both the fear and exhilaration of men pushed
to breaking point jeremy paxman gripping the ending is genuinely shocking daily mail a powerful
and moving story of war with all the authenticity of a memoir charles cumming one of the most
powerful and emotional works ever written about british soldiers in battle troubling funny
upsetting exhilarating and deeply moving you will never forget it colonel richard kemp thrilling
gut wrenching and profoundly moving this book like all the very best novels of war has the
utterly compelling grip of authenticity james holland an extraordinary book authentic beautifully
written and very moving saul david simply superb it could become the defining account of the
british in afghanistan tom petch writer and directer of the patrol one of the best novels about
the afghanistan war brutally honest it could have been a memoir david axe a must read debut tom
newton dunn

EAST ASIAN STRATEGIC REVIEW 2021-07
an expert explains why the security needs of the twenty first century require a transformation of
the defense industry of the twentieth century new geopolitical realities including terrorism
pandemics rogue nuclear states resource conflicts insurgencies mass migration economic collapse
and cyber attacks have created a dramatically different national security environment for america
twentieth century defense strategies technologies and industrial practices will not meet the
security requirements of a post 9 11 world in democracy s arsenal jacques gansler describes the
transformations needed in government and industry to achieve a new more effective system of
national defense drawing on his decades of experience in industry government and academia gansler
argues that the old model of ever increasing defense expenditures on largely outmoded weapons
systems must be replaced by a strategy that combines a healthy economy effective international
relations and a strong but affordable national security posture the defense industry must remake
itself to become responsive and relevant to the needs of twenty first century security

Democracy's Arsenal 2013-08-16
this book is an in depth analysis of the phenomenon of the takeover of politics by entertainment
the author looks for answers in the parallel evolution of satire the media and politics and how
each has influenced the other and the implications of this interconnectedness for political
discourse

Political Satire, Postmodern Reality, and the Trump Presidency
2018-12-11
the book shares the results of project research granted by the castilla la mancha government
which has been composed by philosophers of law and criminal law researchers whose main
conclusions are represented by the manifestations and trends of the current crisis of the
constitutional state the works identify these trends and manifestations in order to develop
alternatives and remedies to solve the current negation process that classical liberties are
involved from the point of view of philosophy policy and dogmatic

Crisis of the Criminal Law in the Democratic Constitutional
State 2023-03-13
solving the problem of the negative impact of science and technology on society and the
environment is indeed the greatest challenge of our time to date this challenge has been taken up
by few professional philosophers of science making this volume a welcome contribution to the
general debate agazzi s treatment involves viewing modern science and technology as each
constituting systems against the background of this approach he provides a penetrating analysis
of science technology and ethics and their interrelations agazzi sees the solution to the problem
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as lying in the moral sphere and including a multilateral assumption of responsibility on the
part of decision makers both within and outside of science

Evandro Agazzi: Right, Wrong and Science 2016-09-12
this text introduces students to the basics of american government using the framework of
democracy as an ideal that is continually striven for

Democratic World 1989
the elites and not the masses govern our country is the theme of this affordable thomson
advantage books version ofthe irony of democracy known for its elitist approach to american
government this text presents its argument in a new context the politics of the 21st century
including the clinton and bush administrations effects on government and politics the u s

Approaching Democracy 1996
a sharply articulated well documented expos of the political and economic manipulation of
language fans of orwell take heart kirkus reviews what do the phrases pro life intelligent design
and the war on terror have in common each of them is a name for something that smuggles in a
highly charged political opinion words and phrases that function in this special way go by many
names some writers call them evaluative descriptive terms others talk of terministic screens or
discuss the way debates are framed author steven poole calls them unspeak unspeak represents an
attempt by politicians interest groups and business corporations to say something without saying
it without getting into an argument and so having to justify itself at the same time it tries to
unspeak in the sense of erasing or silencing any possible opposing point of view by laying a
claim right at the start to only one way of looking at a problem recalling the vocabulary of
george orwell s 1984 as an unspeak phrase becomes a widely used term of public debate it
saturates the mind with one viewpoint while simultaneously makes an opposing view ever more
difficult to enunciate in this fascinating book poole traces modern unspeak and reveals how the
evolution of language changes the way we think unspeak deserves a place in every journalist s
vocabulary slate this book takes no word at face value which will anger some and enlighten others
just as a book of social and linguistic commentary should publishers weekly as we approach yet
another political campaign season this remarkable new book examines the intersection where words
and politics collide tucson citizen

The Irony of Democracy 1996
an expert on power politics and empire proposes how the current us regime might save itself

Revolver revue 2006
an encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary junior high and senior high
school students

Unspeak 2007-12-01
人を分類 選別する電子情報システムの本質

Incoherent Empire 2005-08-17
as america confronts an unpredictable war in iraq randolph returns to an earlier conflict that
severely tested our civilian and military leaders in 1972 america sought to withdraw from vietnam
with its credibility intact with president nixon and national security advisor kissinger hoping
that gains on the battlefield would strengthen their position at the negotiating table randolph s
intimate chronicle of the commander in chief gains us unprecedented access to how these strategic
assessments were made and played out

The world book encyclopedia 1997
poetry infused with realism casting a light on the stories and people that dwell in the shadows

The World Book Encyclopedia: Research Guide - Index 2007
this hard hitting and engaging examination of polls and american politics asks an essential
question do polls contribute to the vitality of our democracy or are they undermining the health
of our political system leading scholars address several key issues such as how various types of
polls affect democracy the meaning attributed to polling data by citizens and the media the use
of polls by presidents and how political elites respond or do not respond to public polls the
contributors assert that while polls tread a fine line between informing and manipulating the
public they remain valuable so long as a robust democracy obliges its political leaders to
respond to the expressed will of the people
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監視社会 2002-11
textbook

Powerful and Brutal Weapons 2009-06-30
this edited volume on war in law and literature addresses the many ways in which war affects
human society and the many groups of people whose lives are affected by war the essays by
preeminent scholars discuss the ways in which literary works can shed light on legal thinking
about war and how a deep understanding of law can lead to interpretive insights on literary works
some concern the lives of soldiers others focus on civilians living in war zones whoare caught up
in the conflict still others address themselves to the home front far from the theatre of war by
collecting such diverse perspectives with contributions from preeminent scholars of philosophy
literature and law this volume aims to show how literature has reflected the totalizingnature of
war and the ways in which it distorts law across domains

Spare Change Poetry and inappropriate musings 2017-12-25
this book explores and expands upon linkages between multicultural education and critical
pedagogy drawing on the shared goal of challenging oppressive social relationships

The Encyclopedia Americana 1980
this book explores the monumental shift in the balance of power in the middle east since the 2003
iraq war it investigates the manner in which american foreign policy in iraq artificially shifted
this balance and brought religious identities to the foreground

Polls and Politics 2012-02-01
this volume combines case studies of national responses to terrorism with analyses of conceptual
political economic and data collection problems surrounding the control of terrorism in
democratic societies over the last 25 years

わが半生 2014-10-10
this book presents a thorough review of u s and allied export control policies since world war il
it presents a historical perspective of how u s got into the bureaucratic logjam the book
provides practical and understandable blueprint for the reorganization of the export control
function

Rage + Hope 2006
as a writer philip d beidler has often drawn on his combat experience in vietnam and his deep
engagement with american popular culture his essays tap these sources in powerful truth telling
ways in american wars american peace another voice emerges distinct yet also tied to beidler s
wartime memories and his love of literature film and music it is the voice of one of the baby
boom progeny of the greatest generation who at home and abroad became the foot soldiers not just
in vietnam but in the peace corps the civil rights movement the women s movement and beyond
beidler has experienced enough of history to question the kinds of peace that one empire after
another has tried to impose on the world at whatever immense costs as he reflects on terrorism
patriotism geopolitics sacrifice propaganda and more beidler revisits his generation s inherited
vision of national purpose and he asks what happened these essays are a sobering wake up call for
even the most informed and conscientious citizen

Cannons and Codes 2021
following the persian gulf war of 1990 1991 the regime of saddam hussein in iraq continued to
defy the united nations his government made it nearly impossible for un appointed inspectors to
determine whether iraq had eliminated its programs to manufacture and deploy weapons of mass
destruction including poison gas biological agents that cause disease and nuclear weapons iraq
war covers all the background material necessary to understand the circumstances surrounding this
particular military undertaking the compelling narrative describes such events as the capture of
saddam hussein by u s forces while also addressing the aftermath of the military campaign and the
continuing unrest in the country an important and timely resource for middle and high school
readers iraq war explores the history of the region as well as the recent events leading up to
and culminating in this war

Congressional Record 2017-08
2003 marks the centennial of manned flight a major anniversary for an earth shattering
accomplishment the papers contained in this volume were presented at the 2003 american
association for the advancement of science annual meeting
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Masters' Essays and Doctoral Dissertations 1972
literacies of power illustrates the many ways american schools media and other social
institutions perpetuate ignorance donaldo macedo shows why so called common culture literacy is a
form of dominant cultural reproduction that undermines independent thought and goes against the
best interests of our students offering a wide ranging counterargument macedo shows why cultural
literacy cannot be restricted to the acquisition of western heritage values which sustain an
ideology that systematically negates the cultural experiences of many members of society not only
minorities but also anyone who is poor or disenfranchised macedo calls on his own experience as a
cape verdean immigrant from west africa who had to surmount the barriers imposed by the world s
most entrenched monolingual system of higher education his eloquence in this book is testimony to
the very idea that critical thinking and good education are not and must not be culturally or
linguistically bounded

Multicultural Education, Critical Pedagogy, and the Politics of
Difference 1995-01-01
over the last two decades china has emerged as one of the most powerful state actors in the post
cold war international system this book provides a multifaceted and spatially oriented analysis
of how china s re emergence as a global power impacts the dominance of the united states as well
as domestic state and non state actors in various world regions including the asia pacific africa
south america and the caribbean the middle east europe and the arctic chapters reflect on how and
under which conditions competition and cooperation between the united states and china vary
across these regions and what such variations mean for the prospects of war and peace universal
human dignity and global cooperation

After Saddam 2017-07-25
containing the public messages speeches and statements of the president 1956 1992

Western Responses to Terrorism 2012-11-12
since its publication the critical pedagogy reader has firmly established itself as the leading
collection of classic and contemporary essays by the major thinkers in the field of critical
pedagogy while retaining its comprehensive introduction this thoroughly revised fourth edition
includes updated section introductions expanded bibliographies and up to date classroom questions
the book is arranged topically around such issues as class racism gender sexuality language and
literacy and classroom issues for ease of usage and navigation new reading selections cover
topics such as youth activism agency and affect and practical implementations of critical
pedagogy carefully attentive to both theory and practice this new edition remains the definitive
source for teaching and learning about critical pedagogy

U.s. Strategic Trade 2019-06-04
in today s information era the use of specific words and language can serve as powerful tools
that incite violence or sanitize and conceal the ugliness of war this book examines the complex
twisted language of conflict why is the term collateral damage used when military strikes kill
civilians what is a catastrophic success what is the difference between a privileged and
unprivileged enemy belligerent how does deterrence differ from detente what does hybrid warfare
mean and how is it different from asymmetric warfare how is shell shock different from battle
fatigue and ptsd these are only a few of the questions that talking conflict the loaded language
of genocide political violence terrorism and warfare answers in its exploration of euphemisms
warspeak doublespeak and propagandistic terms this handbook of alphabetically listed entries is
prefaced by an introductory overview that provides background information about how language is
used to obfuscate or minimize descriptions of armed conflict or genocide and presents examples of
the major rhetorical devices used in this subject matter the book focuses on the loaded language
of conflict with many of the entries demonstrating the function of given terms as euphemisms
propaganda or circumlocutions each entry is accompanied by a list of cross references and further
reading suggestions that point readers to pertinent sources for further research this book is
ideal for students especially those studying political science international relations and
genocide as well as general readers

American Wars, American Peace 2010-01-25
this study evaluates the potential for non lethal weapons to become viable tools for the air
support of ground forces in military conflicts during the cold war the us air force developed
conventional air support aircraft and munitions to fight soviet mechanized infantry and armor in
the central plains of europe since the end of the cold war the united states increasingly
confronts adversaries in situations where it is not in the national interest to use destructive
force in response to this new security environment the department of defense has established the
joint non lethal weapons program and deployed a myriad of non lethal devices to conflicts around
the world all non lethal weapons in the us armed forces however are ground weapons and are
severely limited in range aircraft could provide the perspective and added range joint force
commanders desire thus this thesis explores the potential for aircraft to provide non lethal
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force options abstract

Iraq War 2007
time transforms the way we see world politics and insinuates itself into the ways we act in this
groundbreaking volume agathangelou and killian bring together scholars from a range of
disciplines to tackle time and temporality in international relations the authors critical
theorists artists and poets theorize and speak from the vantage point of the anticolonial
postcolonial and decolonial event they investigate an array of experiences and structures of
violence oppression neocolonization slavery war poverty and exploitation focusing on the tensions
produced by histories of slavery and colonization and disrupting dominant modes of how we
understand present times this edited volume takes ir in a new direction defatalizing the ways in
which we think about dominant narratives of violence peace and liberation and renewing what it
means to decolonize today s world it challenges us to confront violence and suffering and
articulates another way to think the world arguing for an understanding of the present as a
vulnerable space through which radically different temporal experiences appear and it calls for a
disruption of the everyday politics of expediency in the guise of neoliberalism and security this
volume reorients the ethical and political assumptions that affectively imaginatively and
practically captivate us simultaneously unsettling the familiar but dubious promises of a
modernity that decimates political life re animating an international political the authors evoke
people s struggles and movements that are neither about redemption nor erasure but a suspension
of time for radical new beginnings

Taking Off 2003

Literacies of Power 2018-03-09

The United States and China in the Era of Global Transformations
2023-11-23

Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States 2010

George W. Bush 19??

Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, George W.
Bush 2003

The Critical Pedagogy Reader 2023-11-01

Talking Conflict 2016-12-05

Lethality, Legality, and Reality 2008

Time, Temporality and Violence in International Relations
2016-03-02
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